Let the region S={(x, y)I,u(x+iy, x-iy) >0) be the interior of Steiner's hypocycloid, where µ(z, z)=-z 222 +4z 3 +423-l8z2+27 . For each real a>-5/6 an orthogonal system of polynomials p.. n(z, z), m, n>0, can be defined on this region S such that pm,n (z, z)-zmzn has degree less than m+n and ff pr,,.,(z, z) q(z, z) (µ(z, z))°°dx dy=0 S for each polynomial q of degree less than m+n . If z = e i(8+t/YS)+ ei(-a+t/VS)+ e -Zit/vs then, in terms of 8 and t, the functions pm n and ylpm_ l . ,,_ 1 are the regular eigenfunctions of the operator ij2/a8 2 +a2/at2 which remain invariant or change sign, respectively, under the reflections in the edges of a certain equilateral triangle . Two explicit partial differential operators Di and D2 in z and z of orders two and three, respectively, are obtained such that the polynomials p',, are eigenfunctions of Di and D2 . The operators Di and D2 commute and are algebraically independent, and they generate the algebra of all differential operators for which the polynomials p"" ,. are eigenfunctions . If a=0, J, 3/2 or 7/2 then the operator Dl expressed in terms of 8 and t is the radial part of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on certain compact Riemannian symmetric spaces of rank two .
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. INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with orthogonal polynomials in two variables on a region bounded by a closed three-cusped algebraic curve of fourth degree which is known as Steiner's hypocycloid . The weight function is some power of the fourth degree polynomial which vanishes on this curve . The main result in this paper is the construction of two algebraically independent partial differential operators of orders two and three, respectively, for which these orthogonal polynomials are eigenfunctions . Because of the existence of such operators these polynomials can be considered as a generalization of the classical orthogonal polynomials in one variable .
Another generalization of this type was studied in the author's previous *) Report TW 137/73 of the Mathematical Centre, Amsterdam .
24 Indagationes paper [6] , which dealt with orthogonal polynomials on a region bounded by two lines and a parabola touching these lines . The main difference between these two classes of polynomials is the method of orthogonalization .
In [6] we orthogonalized the sequence un-kvk, n > k > 0, arranged by the lexicographic ordering of the pairs (n, k) . In the present paper, if z = x + iy, 2=x-iy then the polynomial p m ,,,,(z, 2) is defined such that pm , n (z, 2)-zmzn has degree less than m+n and p m , n is orthogonal to all polynomials of degree less than m + n . Thus the polynomials p.,., m + n = N, form a basis for the class of all orthogonal polynomials of degree N . For the special region and class of weight functions considered here it can be proved that this is an orthogonal basis. A special case of the orthogonal polynomials studied in [6] can be obtained by considering the functions cos ns cos kt+cos ks cos nt, which are eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator satisfying certain symmetry relations . Expressed in the variables u=cos s +cos t, v =cos s cos t, these functions are orthogonal polynomials with respect to the weight function (1-u+v)-I(1+u+v)-I( U2 -4v) -} . Similarly, the point of departure of the present paper are the regular eigenfunctions of 6 2 /682 + 62/ate which are invariant under the reflections in the edges of some equilateral triangle . Let the interior of this triangle be denoted by R . After a suitable linear transformation (s, t) -* (U, z) these eigenfunctions can be expressed as sums of at most six distinct terms ei(ka+1T), k, 1 integers, and they constitute a complete orthogonal system on the region R . This is discussed in § 2 .
The two non-constant eigenfunctions corresponding to the largest eigenvalue are the functions z = eiQ + e -i= + ei ~-° > and its complex conjugate 2. If z = x + iy then the mapping (s, t) -(x, y) is bijective from R onto a region bounded by Steiner's hypocycloid . This last region will be denoted by S . In terms of z and 2, the eigenfunctions of ()2/682+62/4)t2 satisfying the symmetry relations mentioned above are polynomials for which the term of highest degree takes the form zmzn . These polynomials are orthogonal on the region S with respect to the weight function (,u(z, z)) -1 , where ,u(z, 2) is a fourth degree polynomial such that ,u(z, 2) > 0 on S and ,u (z, 2) = 0 on 6S . These results are contained in § 3 . It is also shown there that orthogonal polynomials on S with respect to the weight function (,u(z, 2))t are related to the eigenfunctions of 6 2 /6x 2 +6 2 /6t2 which change sign under the reflections in the edges of R .
Because of the previous considerations the region S, the weight function (µ(z, 2))" and the method of orthogonalization described earlier are quite natural for the definition of a class of orthogonal polynomials . For reasons of convergence let x> -5/6 . Then p. ' . .(z, 2) is defined as a polynomial such that pm n (z, 2)-zmzn has degree less than m + n and f f p" .(z, 2) q(z, 2) (,u(z, 2))"dxdy=0 S for each polynomial q of degree less than m + n . Some simple properties of the polynomials p... are given in § 4. It is also pointed out in this section that the so-called disk polynomials provide a more elementary example of the method of orthogonalization used for the polynomials pm n .
By the elementary interpretation of the functions pm n for A= f one easily obtains in this case differential operators Di and D2 of orders two and three, respectively, for which the functions pm n are eigenfunctions. For other values of a these operators can be generalized such that they are self-adjoint with respect to the weight function (/1(z, 2))" . In § 5 and § 6 such operators D1 and D2, respectively, are constructed and it is proved that for all a > -5/6 the functions pm n are eigenfunctions of Di and D2 . As a corollary it follows that ff pm.npk .ah"dxdy= 0 if (m, n) =A (k, 1), m+n=k+l . s In [6, § 5] a partial differential operator D2 of fourth order was obtained as the product D+D -of two second order operators D -and D+ . Although the corresponding operator D2 considered here has lower order, it cannot be factorized. For this reason its construction is more complicated .
For certain values of x the operator Di expressed in terms of s and t is the radial part of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on certain compact Riemannian symmetric spaces of rank two . Hence it is reasonable to expect that for such a the functions pm n are spherical functions and the operator D2 is the radial part of some invariant differential operator on the corresponding symmetric space . However, this will not be proved here .
This paper concludes in § 7 with a discussion of the algebra of all partial differential operators for which the polynomials p',.,,, are eigenfunctions . It is proved that each differential operator of this kind can be expressed in one and only one way as a polynomial in Di and D2 . If all calculations in this paper would be done in a straightforward way then they would be quite long and tedious . In many cases it is indicated how a considerable gain in time and effort can be made by exploiting the symmetries in the formulas . It should be clear to the reader that due to the symmetry of the region this is a very charming class of orthogonal polynomials which can be studied in an elegant way .
. EIOENFUNCTIONS OF THE LAPLACE OPERATOR WHICH SATISFY CERTAIN SYMMETRY RELATIONS
Consider a regular tessellation of the Euclidean plane by equilateral triangles (cf. fig . 1 ). Let 9 be the group of isometrics which is generated by the reflections in the edges of these triangles . Let R be a region bounded by one of these triangles, say, with vertices 0=(0, 0), Al =(n, -v/v3), A2 = ( n, v/V3) . Let J 1 , J 2 and J 3 denote the reflections in the edges 0A 1 , OA2 and A1A 2 , respectively, of R . Observe that the isometrics J2J3J2J1, JIJ3J1J2 and J1J2J1J3 are the translations by the vectors v i = (7r, nV3), v2 = (7r, -7cj/3) and v3 = (-2n, 0), respectively (cf. fig . 1 ) . It follows easily that the reflections J1 , J2 and J3 generate the group W. Alternatively, the translations by vl and V2 and the reflections J1 and J2 generate 9 . Let H be the region bounded by the regular hexagon A1A2A3B1B2B3 (cf. fig . 1 ) . The translations by vl and v 2 generate a translation group for which H is a fundamental region . The encircled points in fig . 1 are the midpoints of the hexagons obtained by translation of H . The reflections J1 and J 2 generate a transformation group of the region H for which B is a fundamental region . Hence R is a fundamental region for the group 9 .
In order to facilitate computations we transform the Euclidean coordinates s, t into new coordinates a, i defined by
Note that in terms of these new coordinates v1= (27c, 0) and v2 = (0, 2n) . The reflections J1, J2, J3 can be expressed by J1(a, r)=(-a+z, r),
J3(a, z)=(27c-r, 27c-a) .
Let the mapping T : R2 -* R 2 be a bijection . For each function f on R 2 let the function Tf be defined by (Tf)(a, 'r) = f (T-1 (a, T)) . If X is a partial differential operator in a and r of order r and if the mapping T is of class Cr, then let the operator dT (X) be defined such that (dT (X ))f = = T (X (T-1/)) for each Cr-function f on R2 . In the following definition o(T) denotes the Jacobian determinant of an isometry T, so Q(T) = + 1 . DEFINITION 2 .1 . The function fl a, z) is called invariant (with respect to the group 9) if Tf =/ for each T E W. The function f (a, 'r) is called anti-invariant (with respect to 9) if Tf =Q(T) f for each T e 9. The partial differential operator X in a and r is called invariant or anti-invariant (with respect to 9) if dT (X) = X or dT (X) = Q(T)X, respectively, for each T E 9. This lemma is proved by using that the translations by v i and v2 and the reflections J i and J2 generate the group 9. LEMMA 2.3. Let the operators Y+ and 9-be defined by
+/(-r, or -r) ±/( -a+r, r)I .
Then the operators Y+ and 9-are projections from the class of 2n -periodic functions in a and 2 onto the class of invariant, respectively anti-invariant functions .
PROOF . By (2.2) and (2.3) we have (2.4) 9f /= ' 9[/±J2f+J1J2/±J2J1J2/+J2J1f±Ji/l . The lemma follows from Lemma 2 .2 by using that Ji = id. = J2 and Ji J2 J1= J2 Ji J2.
Q.e.d. . . follows from Lemma 2 .3 . Formula (2 .7) is obtained from (2 .4) by using that dfm , n =-(4/3)(m2 +n2 +mn)fm , n and that dJ1(d)=d=dJ 2 (d) .
Next we have to prove the orthogonality and the completeness of the systems {e .+ .} and {em n } . Observe that each function g on R has an invariant extension g+ and an anti-invariant extension g-to R2 and that these extensions are unique except on a set of measure zero . Let us denote by ' the Hilbert space of 2n-periodic functions in a and r which are square integrable on the hexagonal region H . Then the mapping g --> g+ identifies the Hilbert space L 2 (R) with the subspace *G+ of *' consisting of the invariant L 2 -functions on H . Similarly, the mapping g --> g-identifies L2 (R) with the subspace *-of _-Y consisting of the anti-invariant L2 -functions on H . Since for arbitrary f, g e _°f f (°9 ± f)9dadr=6 ff (°9} f)( :1 g)dadr=ff f(g} g)dad •r H R H it follows that the projections Y+ : -ye -> .V'+ and 9 -: 'V' -are selfadjoint . Let for m, n > 0 °m , n be the subspace of .0° spanned by the functions I ., ., J2fm,n, J2J1f m,n, J2J1J2f m,n, JAI., ., J11 ., ., i .e ., by all functions Ti m , ., T e W . It follows by (2 .2) that Hm , n is spanned by the functions / m ,,,, f m+n,-n, /-m -n , m , /-n ,-ml fn,-m-n, f-m,m+n • Hence each function fk,l, k, l integers, is contained in one and only one class°m,n, m, n > 0 . The functions 1k, 1, k, 1 integers, form an orthogonal basis for V°. So we have the orthogonal decompositions --Y = f ®gym, n, A" + = 1® + gym, n, -_ 1® g-apm,nm,n=0 m,n=0 m,n=0
By (2 .4) 9+'m,n is spanned by 9+/.,,, = const . em n with non-zero constant, 9-A'm,n is spanned by 9-fm ,, = 6em n if m, n > 1 and -m , n = {0} if m = 0 or n = 0 . This proves the orthogonality and the completeness of the systems {e.+ , .) and {e-.} . Q .e .d .
A function g(a, v) which is a finite linear combination of the functions ei(ka+at), k, 1 integers, will be called a trigonometric polynomial in a and r . The functions e,+m n and em n, defined by (2 .6), are clearly trigonometric polynomials in a and r . Note that both em n and e. -. . are expressed by a sum I ck,lei(ka+LT), such that cm,n =1 and ck,a=0 if k, l> 0 and (k, l)# =A (m, n) . This property is applied in the following useful lemma . LEMMA 2 .5 . Let g(v, r) _ :E cm,nei(ma+n=) be a trigonometric polynomial . Then g=Im,0in,0Cm,ne, n if g is invariant and g=Im>1In,icm,ne ;.n if g is anti-invariant .
PROOF . Let g be invariant . It follows from the proof of Theorem 2 .4 that g= O g+g=lcm,ng+fm,n=lm,oln,obm,nem,n for certain coefficients b m , n . Hence GCm,ne z(ma+ns) _jm_ojn>obm,nem,n (i, T) . This implies that Cm,n = b m , n if m, n > 0 . If g is anti-invariant then a similar proof can be given . Q .e .d .
Let the lines A2C1, A 1 C 2 and OC3 bisect the angles of the triangle 0A 1A2 (cf, fig . 1 ) and let h, 12 and 13 denote the reflections in the lines A 2 C 1 , A 1 C 2 and OC3, respectively . Then these reflections generate the group of isometries which map R onto itself. This group is isomorphic to the permutation group in three letters . It is also generated by the reflection 13 and by the rotation I 2I 1 = I3I 2 = I1I3 . Observe that I l (6, r)=(a-r+27r/3, -r+ 47L/ 3 ), X 3 = -a v3 at = C-a~ + ar) .
Observe that (2 .12) X1+X2+X3=0 .
It follows from (2 .2) and (2 .8) that for each permutation (i, j, k) of (1, 2, 3) we have dJJ(XX)=Xd, dJJ(X5)=Xk, dJj(Xk)=X1, dh(Xi)= -Xz , d1(X1 )= -Xk, dII (Xk )= -X5 . THEOREM 2 .6 . Let Q be a symmetric polynomial in three variables . Then (2 .14) Q(X i, X2, X3)e1 n =Q(-m-2n, 2m+n, -m+n)em n.
PROOF . By the symmetry property of Q and by (2 .13) the operator Q(%1, X 2, X 3) is invariant . Hence the function Q(%1, X2, X3) e.+.. is invariant and the function Q(X1 i X2 , X3 ) em .,,, is anti-invariant . By (2 .11) we have
The theorem follows by using Lemma 2 .5 .
Q.e.d.
Two particular cases of (2 .14) are the differential equations (2 .15) (X1+X2+%$) em n =6(m2 +n2 +mn) em n, (2 .16) (X 1 X2 X3 )em,, = (m -n) (2m + n) (m + 2n) em ±,, .
Note that .A = -( 2/9)(%1+X2+Xs) . It follows from the lemma below that (2 .15) and (2 .16) generate all differential equations of type (2.14) .
LEMMA 2 .7 . Let D be an invariant differential operator in a and r with constant coefficients . Then there exists a symmetric polynomial Q in three variables and a polynomial P in two variables such that D=Q(X1, X2, X3 )=P(X1+X2+X2, X1X2X3) . The polynomial P is uniquely determined by D.
PROOF . Clearly there is a unique polynomial F in two variables such that D=F(X1 , X2) . By (2 .13) and by the invariance of D it follows that D=(1/6)1 F(Xd , X3), where the summation runs over all permutations (i, j, k) of (1, 2, 3) . Hence there exists a symmetric polynomial Q such that D=Q(Xi , X2, X3) . According to VAN DER WAERDEN [9, § 33] the symmetric polynomial Q(X1 , X2, X3) can be expressed as a polynomial in the three elementary symmetric polynomials X1 + X 2 + X3, X 1X2 + +X2X3+X3X1 and X1X 2X3. But X1 +X2 +X3=0, hence X1+2+Xs= _ -2(X1X2+X2X3+X3X1), so there exists a polynomial P in two variables such that D=Q(X1i X2 , X3)=P(%1+X2+Xs, X1X2X3) . In order to prove the uniqueness of P, suppose that P(X1 + X2 + Xs, X1X2X3) = 0 and that the polynomial P is non-zero . Substituting X3 = -X1 -X2 we obtain that P(2(Xi+ +X1X2 ), -X1X2 -X1X2)=0 . The polynomial P(x, y) is a sum of terms ck,1(Jx)ik-1( -y)l, where jk and l are integers and jk > 1 > 0. Among the pairs of integers (k, 1) such that ck,a 0 0 there is a maximal element (m, n) with respect to lexicographic ordering . Then c,,,,,, is the coefficient of XrX2 in the operator P(2(X1+X2+X1X2 ), -X1X2 -X 1X2) expressed as a polynomial in X1 and X2 . Hence cm,n = 0 . This is a contradiction .
. A GENERALIZATION OF THE CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIALS
The classes of functions cos ns, n=0, 1, 2, . . ., and sin ns, n=1, 2, . . ., are both complete orthogonal systems of eigenfunctions of the operator d2/d82 on the interval (0, n) . These functions satisfy the symmetry relations /(-s)= 1(8) = /(2a -s) and f(-s)= -1(s) = /(2n -s), respectively . Let the functions Tn and U,, be defined by the identities Tn(cos s) = cos ns and Un (cos s)=(sin (n + 1)s)/sin s . Then T,,(x) and Un(x) are both polynomials of degree n, the so-called Chebyshev polynomials of the first and of the second kind, respectively . They satisfy the orthogonality relations f Tm (x)Tn (x)(1-x 2 ) -} dx=0, mon,
The functions e. +. .(a, r) and em n(a, r) can be considered as generalizations of the functions cos ns and sin ns, respectively . It will be proved in this section that the functions e,+ ;, .( 01, r) and em+1 .+i+1(a, r)/e l -1(a, z) can be expressed as polynomials in eio (a, r) and eo 1(a, r) and that both classes of polynomials obtained in this way are orthogonal systems on a region bounded by Steiner's hypocycloid . These orthogonal systems are a natural generalization of the Chebyshev polynomials .
Let us write z(a, r)=ei 0 (a, r)=ed'+e-is+ (3 .1) _ (or, r)=e 1 (a, r)=e -is +eis +e
Note that z(a, r) is the complex conjugate of z(a, r) .
LEMMA 3 .1 . Let Q be a polynomial in two variables such that Q(z(a, r), 2(a, r)) = 0 for all a, r. Then Q is the zero polynomial .
PROOF . Suppose that Q is non-zero and has degree N. Then we can write Q(u, v) = J ck,a uk vl, where c.,. =AO for some pair (m, n), m + n = N . It follows from (3.1) that c m, n is the coefficient of e1 (m°+n=) in the trigonometric polynomial Q(z(a, r), 2(a, r)) . Hence cm,n=0 . This is a contradiction .
Using (2.6) and Lemma 2 .5 we derive the recurrence relations e m+l.n =z em.n -A,n em-1 .n+1 -An emif m>0 or n> 1, (3 .2) em n+l =2 e mn -A n emi-l .n-1 -A m em-l .n if m>1 or n>0,
where An =1 if n=A1, A1=2, em -1=0=a+ 1 .n . From now on 7rn(z, 2) will denote an arbitrary polynomial in z and 2 of degree < n . PROOF . The uniqueness part follows from Lemma 3 .1 . The existence part and the last statement of the theorem follow from (3 .2) by using complete induction with respect to m+n.
Q.e.d. By (2 .9) there is the symmetry relation (3.4) PM-n(z, 2)=p, ,n(2, z) .
It can be derived from (3.2) that, for instance,
p3 .1(z, 2) = z3 2 -3z22 -z 2 + 52, p2 .2(z, 2)=z 2 2 2 -2z 3 -223 +4z2-3 .
In a similar way as (3 .2) one can derive the recurrence relations em+l .n = z em.n-em-l .n+l-em.n-1' m, n> 1, pmn( z (6' t), 2 ( 6 , z))=em.n(6, Z) . pm .n(z(6 , Z), 2(6, r))= em+l .n+1(6't) e1.1(a, t) pln .n( z ' 2) = z m 2n +7rm+n-1(z' 2) .
Again we have by (2.9) a symmetry relation (3 .8) pm.n(z' 2 ) = pn .m(2, z) .
It can be derived from (3.6) that, for instance, 9) pz.o(z, 2 ) = z 2--2 , pi .1(z, z)=z2-1, ps 0 (z, 2)=z3 -2z2+ 1, p2 .1( z . 2)=x2 2-22 -z . LEMMA 3 .4 . Let the coordinate transformation (s, t) -(x, y) be defined by (2 .1), (3 .1) and (3 .10) x=J(z+z), y=Ji(-Z+2) .
Then the Jacobian determinant of this transformation equals 6(x, y) _ _ (i/1/3 ) e1 .1(a, r) (3 .11) ) a(s, t) j =(8/V3) sins sin (is +1j/3t) sin (is-.j/3t), and it is non-zero on the region R .
PROOF . We have
The function a(z, z)/a(a, z) is anti-invariant and fig . 1 . Hence, by (3.1), 6S has a parameter representation (3 .12) z=x+iy=2eie+e -tae, 0<0<27c, where the images of 0, A 1 and A 2 correspond with the values 0=0, 27c/3, 47c/3, respectively . It follows easily from (3 .12) that if a circle of radius 1 rolls on the inside of a fixed circle of radius 3 then oS is the orbit of a point on the smaller circle . The resulting curve (cf. fig . 2 ) has three cusps and it is known as Steiner's hypocycloid, see for instance LORIA [7, § § 73, 74] and HILTON [4, Chap. 17, § § 2, 5] . Then S is the region inside this curve .
ppp"PppB y elimination of 0 in (3 .12) it can be shown that Steiner's hypocycloid is an algebraic curve of the fourth degree . This can also be proved in the following way . The function (el-1 )2 is invariant . It follows from (2 .6) and Lemma 2 .5 that (e1,1)2=e2 2 -2e3 0 -2eo 8 +lei 1 -6eo 0 .
Hence, by (3,3), (3 .5) and (3.4) (3 .13) (e l . ,(or, i))2 =x 2 2 2 -4z3 -423 +18z2-27 .
By putting e l-1 (o, z) = 0 the equation for Steiner's hypocycloid takes the form (3 .14) (x2 +y 2 + 9 )2 + 8 ( -x 3 + 3 x2 y) -108=0.
Instead of x, y we shall often use the coordinates z = x + iy, 2 = x -iy on the region 8 . Let
Then w is positive on R, ,u is positive on 8, and by (3 .11) and (3 .13) we have (3 .17) ,u(z, 2)= (C", (a, t))2=64(w(a, i))2 .
(3 .15) w(a, r)= sin (ja+4r) sin (a-Ii) sin (-Fi+i), (3 .16) ,u (z, 2)= -x 2 2 2 +4z3 +423 -18z2+27 . 
S
The theorem is then proved by using Theorem 2 .4.
(To be continued)
